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Way back in 2008 Australia’s foremost fly casting instructor, Peter Hayes, wrote an article in 

FlyLife Magazine entitled “Better Casting.”
1
 I remember it clearly. It came out at about the same 

time I began my journey to become a Certified Casting Instructor. Peter had gathered some of 

Australia’s best casters at his lodge in Cressy, Tasmania for a casting conclave. After a weekend of 

casting Peter asked the assembled group what they thought they all needed to work on. All agreed 

they wanted to be able to load the rod more smoothly. These were among the best casters in 

Australia and probably the world and they all wanted to be able load the rod more smoothly. 

 

In the years following I managed to attend some of Peter’s gatherings and had the pleasure of 

meeting some of these great casters. The one thing that stood out in my mind was how smoothly 

they cast.  I can clearly remember entering the gate at the Lodge in Cressy and looking down at the 

casting pool.  The first thing I noticed was how many people were out practicing. The second thing 

I noticed was how effortless they made casting look. I would watch in awe and then wait until 

everyone had left the pool before I started to cast. 

 

Being a smooth caster is not just about looking good. It is in fact an essential principle of a good 

cast. Both Bill Gammel and Lefty Kreh cover this is in their principles of casting. Lefty Kreh says 

you must “Accelerate to a smooth stop”. Bill Gammel states “Power must be applied in the 

proper amount and in the proper place during the stroke.” What all this means is that in order 

to load the rod power has to be applied in one continuous smooth motion gradually increasing to a 

peak at the end of the stroke. When the rod stops the line launches forming a loop and the cast is 

made. 

 



 
 

 

This idea of doing things smoothly not only applies to the way the power is applied to the rod but 

also to the way the rod is stopped. The stop is a difficult concept to come to grips with.  It’s best to 

think of it as a sequence of events which eventually lead to the rod unloading and returning to its 

straight position. Interestingly, Bill Gammel doesn’t use the word “stop” in his Five Essentials. It 

could be argued that the stop is not essential because it occurs on all casts, good or bad. Then there 

are casts such as the Belgian cast where the line is kept in continuous motion.  Essential or not, if 

the rod stops it must stop smoothly. 

 

The consequences of not applying power smoothly and bringing the rod to a smooth stop are easily 

identified in our casting. The sudden acceleration of the rod at the beginning or the end of the stroke 

will make the rod tip dip and rise. As the rod tip goes up and down so does the fly line. The result is 

what we call a tailing loop. The resulting cross over of the leader usually results in a knot in the line 

which has to be removed. These knots are commonly called wind knots but don’t blame the wind. 

Tailing loops are the result of not being a smooth operator 

. 

 
 

Fly casting is full of contradictions. To cast forward we first have to cast backwards. To make the 

line go we have to stop. The idea of having to stop the rod takes some getting used to. The stop 

determines the direction the line will go and the size and shape of the loop formed. If the stop is 

erratic the fly line will follow an erratic path. If the stop is too soft the loop will open. If the stop is 

too abrupt the line will crash into the tip of the rod. 
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Learning to squeeze the rod butt to a stop and then releasing the pressure to dampen the counter 

flex is the secret to making a cast look smooth and effortless. Fly casting legend, Joan Wulff, uses a 

sponge to teach this concept. The sponge is only squeezed when the rod is stopped. If the pressure 

is not immediately released the flexing of the rod is accentuated and puts waves in the fly line. To 

get rid of the waves you have to dampen the vibrations of the rod. When you pay a thousand dollars 

for a modern fly rod you are paying for the research and development that has gone into making the 

rod compensate for the caster’s inability to stop the rod smoothly. If we trained our hand to dampen 

the stop we probably wouldn’t need such an expensive rod. If we trained our hand to hold the rod 

lightly and only squeeze on the stop we would have less RSI. 

 

 
 

 

To be a smooth operator takes practice. There are a number of drills you can perform to work on 

becoming smoother. Left Kreh suggests using a paint brush and water. Dip the paint brush in the 

water and try to flick the water at a target. If you don’t do it smoothly you are going to get water 

running down your arm. Joan Wulf uses a screen door handle which she attaches to the butt of an 

old fly rod. The rod is held loosely until the button is pushed only at the end of the casting stroke. 

Peter Hayes uses a pair of cooking tongs. The tongs are held gently apart during the casting stoke 

until the rod needs to stop. To stop the rod the tongs are squeezed until the “clack’ and then 

released.  

 



     
 
 

Whatever drills you use the more you work on becoming smoother the better your casting will be. I 

stand in awe of great casters, not because they can cast long distances or hit targets but because they 

make it look smooth and effortless. Accuracy and distance is a result of being smooth. The ultimate 

complement you can pay any fly caster is to call them a smooth operator. 
 
1
FlyLife Magazine Issue 51 Page 62 Better Casting Peter Hayes and friends formulate some 

casting tips. 
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